Bugs & Wish list

popup box to select visible calendars shown underneath events details (using fullcalendar)

Status

Closed

Subject

popup box to select visible calendars shown underneath events details (using fullcalendar)

Version

12.x
12.x Regression
15.x
15.x Regression

Category

- Regression

Feature

Calendar

Theme: Look & feel, Styles, CSS, Theme Control Center

Edit interface (UI)

Resolution status

Fixed

Submitted by

Xavier de Pedro

Volunteered to solve

lucia3h d' being ♂

Lastmod by

Xavier de Pedro

Rating

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 

Description

This was working in previous versions of Tiki (maybe 9.x?). I couldn't check when the regression was introduced.

popup box to select visible calendars shown underneath events details (using fullcalendar)

In 15.x: Using theme "Default bootstrap", but also reproduced with fivealive-lite, etc.

In 12.x: using default theme style (fivealive)
See it reproduced in 15.x here:
u: admin
p: 12345

To see it reproduced in 12.x, visit:
u: admin
p: 12345

Solution
Fixed in r58326 to r58328
Please review

Fix confirmed, thanks luci and marclaporte

Importance
4

Easy to solve?
9

Priority
36

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
5904
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